WAC 296-155-770
Moving of structures.
(1) When structures are
being raised, lowered, temporarily held in position or moved laterally, you must exercise care to prevent the possibility of mishap.
(2) You must carefully compute weights to be moved and furnish
equipment to provide a safety factor of 5.
(3) Where excavations exist you must shore them in compliance
with Part N of this chapter.
(4) Cribbing and blocking must be set on a level and firm foundation.
(5) Dollies and rollers must be securely blocked except when
structure is being moved by power equipment.
(6) Jacks must comply with WAC 296-155-375 of this chapter.
(7) You must make provisions to maintain a minimum clearance of
10 feet from all electrical conductors with the following exceptions:
(a) When a representative of the owner of the electrical conductors is present and directs the handling of all said conductors.
(b) Where there must be existing and/or erected mechanical barriers to prevent contact of structure or workers with said electrical
conductors. Barriers must be installed by or under the direction of
the owners of the conductors.
(c) Where said electrical conductors have been deenergized and
grounded by the owners of the conductors.
(d) By relocation of said electrical conductors by the owners of
the conductors. The 10 foot requirement must not be reduced by movement due to strains being imposed upon the conductors or the structures supporting the conductors or upon any fixtures or attachments
thereon.
(8) When a structure is being lifted, shoring must be provided at
all times and be kept up to the object until the desired height is
reached, and then it must be blocked or cribbed immediately.
(9) Timbers must be in sound condition and of a size sufficient
to maintain not more than one inch deflection for each 200 inches of
unsupported span.
(10) The cross member used on the front dolly, or the fifth wheel
on the truck, must be of construction and size to preclude any deflection. All floor joists of the building being moved must be firmly supported on either the running members or on the cross members, which in
turn ride on or are firmly attached to the running members.
(11) When timbers are used as the cross member, you must use a
steel saddle or cradle which will distribute the load evenly over the
cross members, which in turn ride on or are firmly attached to the
running members.
(12) When timbers are used as the cross member, you must use a
steel saddle or cradle which will distribute the load evenly over the
cross sectional area of said timber where the timber is supported over
the dolly or fifth wheel. This saddle or cradle must be equipped so as
to be interchangeable on any standard fifth wheel when such operation
is used. Cross members of any other material used on fifth wheel loading must also be so equipped.
(13) When running members are secured to the lower side of the
cross member supported by the fifth wheel or front dolly, the primary
support must be 3/4 inch steel bolts placed one on either side of each
member and spaced from such members by 1/2 inch steel plate shaped to
act as a template for placement on the top of the cross member and beneath the running member. You must use 3/4 by 3" nuts to tighten the
above described clamp in a secure fashion. You must use a secondary
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binding of chain or cable with chain binder or jacks to securely fasten the running members to cross members.
Note:

Chains or cables securely tightened can be used. A secondary chain or safety chain should also be used in the event that the main chain should
snap.

(14) You must use safety chains between the running members and
the towing truck to supplant the tow bar, and will be secured so as to
preclude any possibility of the running timbers being pulled off the
cross members on the truck or from the dollies.
(15) For the purpose of computing weights to determine the axle
and tire loadings, you must use the cubic volume of the building
(length, width and height), including walls, floors and ceiling
joists, allowing 5 pounds per cubic foot. You must use this method of
computing weight to determine if larger equipment need be employed on
any given move.
(16) When fastening structures to tractor, and runners are clamped to headers, you must use steel chains or the equivalent. If steel
chains are used, you must tighten said chains by railroad jacks or the
equivalent.
(17) All motor vehicles must conform with motor vehicle laws of
the state of Washington.
(18) A fifth wheel type suspension with two nonsteering dollies
must be acceptable for moving buildings which do not exceed 46 feet in
length. You must obtain permission to move larger structures with this
type of suspension from the department.
(19) Pushing from the rear is prohibited unless a system of signals is used to control the driver.
(20) You must carry blocks capable of holding the unit being
moved, and in case of winching operations, you must keep them close to
the downhill side of the wheel of each dolly to prevent a runaway
should the cable slip.
[Statutory Authority: RCW 49.17.010, 49.17.040, 49.17.050, 49.17.060.
WSR 16-09-085, § 296-155-770, filed 4/19/16, effective 5/20/16; Order
74-26, § 296-155-770, filed 5/7/74, effective 6/6/74.]
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